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            Abstract
Proteins carry out the vast majority of functions in all biological domains, but for technological reasons their large-scale investigation has lagged behind the study of genomes. Since the first essentially complete eukaryotic proteome was reported1, advances in mass-spectrometry-based proteomics2 have enabled increasingly comprehensive identification and quantification of the human proteome3,4,5,6. However, there have been few comparisons across species7,8, in stark contrast with genomics initiatives9. Here we use an advanced proteomics workflow—in which the peptide separation step is performed by a microstructured and extremely reproducible chromatographic system—for the in-depth study of 100 taxonomically diverse organisms. With two million peptide and 340,000 stringent protein identifications obtained in a standardized manner, we double the number of proteins with solid experimental evidence known to the scientific community. The data also provide a large-scale case study for sequence-based machine learning, as we demonstrate by experimentally confirming the predicted properties of peptides from Bacteroides uniformis. Our results offer a comparative view of the functional organization of organisms across the entire evolutionary range. A remarkably high fraction of the total proteome mass in all kingdoms is dedicated to protein homeostasis and folding, highlighting the biological challenge of maintaining protein structure in all branches of life. Likewise, a universally high fraction is involved in supplying energy resources, although these pathways range from photosynthesis through iron sulfur metabolism to carbohydrate metabolism. Generally, however, proteins and proteomes are remarkably diverse between organisms, and they can readily be explored and functionally compared at www.proteomesoflife.org.
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                    Fig. 1: Collection of organism samples across the tree of life, and integration of the proteomic workflow.


Fig. 2: Application of a deep learning model to predict peptide retention times for liquid chromatography with tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) measurements.


Fig. 3: Organism-resolved integration of proteome data into a global analysis.


Fig. 4: Global view of the expression levels of functional groups across the 100 organisms.
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                Data availability


The MS-based proteomics data have been deposited in the ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE partner repository and are available via ProteomeXchange with identifier PXD014877 and PXD019483.



Code availability


Custom computer code is available at https://github.com/MannLabs/proteomesoflife.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Comparison of the peptide retention times obtained by a μPAC and a fused silica capillary column.
a, The histograms illustrate the distribution of coefficients of variation (CVs) calculated from peptide retention times obtained by a μPAC and a fused silica capillary column. The CVs were calculated for peptides from 12 measurements of a HeLa cell digest on each column. b, All components, including lines, connectors, the column and the emitter, are displayed together with grounding and spray voltage connections. The pico tip emitter is from New Objective (catalogue number FS360-20-10-N-5-105CT).


Extended Data Fig. 2 Interlaboratory reproducibility and prediction of peptide retention time on the μPAC column.
a, The ability to produce chip-based columns in a reproducible manner, coupled with the statically fixed micrometre-sized pillars, results in highly reproducible performance and interlaboratory transferability of the μPAC-based approach. Shown are the corrected retention times of an excerpt of 5,000 peptides from the 43,000 overlapping peptides measured in two different HeLa cell digests by our Munich and Copenhagen laboratories, resulting in a Pearson correlation coefficient of peptide retention times of 0.995. b, To validate our model for predicting peptide retention times, we plot an excerpt of 1,000 peptides from the complete test-set of 54,490 peptides, with experimentally determined values on the x axis and predicted values on the y axis. The Pearson’s R2 correlation value for the complete predicted peptide set is 0.99.


Extended Data Fig. 3 Total numbers of identified peptides from 100 organisms across the tree of life.
The peptides uniquely identified for a certain organism are colour-coded from peptides identified in multiple species. Orange, archaea; blue, eukaryotes; green, bacteria.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Comparison and characterization of the LSTM model for predicting peptide retention times.
a, Box plots comparing R2 scores obtained from different models of peptide retention time, calculated from the linear regressions of correlations between the predicted test set to the measured peptide retention times. Sample sizes are shown in b. b, Table comparing the different models of peptide retention time. The training set was reduced in size (number of peptides included) in order to account for the exponentially growing calculation time of certain models. Statistics represent the linear regression of correlation from the predicted test set retention times to the measured retention times. c, Characterization of the LSTM model applied here for different sizes of training peptide set.


Extended Data Fig. 5 Overview of our data set of 100 organisms across the tree of life.
a, Illustration of all direct taxonomic levels below the superkingdom level that are covered by our data set. DPANN, Diapherotrites, Parvarchaeota, Aenigmarchaeota, Nanoarchaeota and Nanohaloarchaeota; FCB, Fibrobacteres, Chlorobi and Bacteroidetes; PCV, Planctomycetes, Chlamydiae and Verrucomicrobia; TACK, Thaumarchaeota, Crenarchaeota and Korarchaeota. b, Number of protein identification codes (IDs) in this study and their relation to TrEMBL IDs found in the PRIDE archive. c, Comparison of the Swiss-Prot database to the data set in this study with regards to organism and protein numbers. d, Numbers of identified protein groups and UniProt protein entries for all 100 organisms in our data set. The UniProt protein-entry identifications are colour-coded into Swiss-Prot (reviewed) and TrEMBL (predicted) entries.


Extended Data Fig. 6 Dynamic range curves for all organisms analysed here.
Protein intensities are log10-scaled and plotted against the abundance rank of each protein.


Extended Data Fig. 7 Cumulative protein intensities for all organisms analysed here.
On the x axis, proteins are ranked according to their abundance; the y axis shows the cumulative protein intensity. Proteins missing biological-process annotation are highlighted by grey lines in the background.


Extended Data Fig. 8 Quantitative analysis of different enzyme classes and functional protein domains across the tree of life.
a, We classified the contribution of peptides to the top 90% of protein mass within all 100 organisms according to the enzyme commission (EC) number, using the Unipept web-tool (https://unipept.ugent.be/). The alluvial plot illustrates the proportions of each enzyme class across all organisms in our study. b, Comparison of the three domains of life with respect to their normalized contribution of peptides to each enzyme class. c, Proteins that contribute to the top 90% of the protein mass within all 100 organisms studied herein were annotated according to their known functional protein domains, and the intensities for different functional domains of an organism were summed to display the most abundant functional protein domains across the tree of life. The intensity is displayed on a log10 scale.


Extended Data Fig. 9 Quantitative analysis of specific biological processes across the tree of life.
a, Linear display showing a global view of the expression levels of functional groups across the 100 organisms from Fig. 4. Summed intensities for functional terms are shown as grey lines, with the top ten most abundant terms in all organisms colour-coded according to the top key. b, Quantitative analysis of specific biological processes from the superkingdom of eukaryotes. Proteins were annotated with biological processes, and the intensities for each annotation term within an organisms were summed. Those biological processes that display differential expression across the superkingdom as well as photosynthetic processes are highlighted according to the bottom key.


Extended Data Fig. 10 Modified peptides.
Sum of modified peptides per organism, identified with pFind (http://pfind.ict.ac.cn/software/pFind3/index.html) and colour-coded for archaea (red), eukaryotes (blue) and bacteria (green).
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Supplementary Table
Supplementary Table 1: Organisms analyzed in the study. All organisms analyzed in the Study are listed with source and taxonomy.


Supplementary Table
Supplementary Table 2: Identified and quantified protein groups. All identified protein groups for the 100 organisms are listed and quantitative information is added for quantified protein groups.
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